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AssrRAc"T

The Cuz$Agz$Pb$As2Ss-SbaSs-BilSs system
has 18 temary sub-systems which contain sulpho-
salts. Phases and natural assemblages reported in
ths literature are plotted on ternary composition
diagrams of these sub-systems. Tie line variations
provided by extensive solid solutions suggest nu-
merous potential geothermometers. Facies changes
are also indicated in certain systems by tie line
switches as suggested from natural assemblages.
Sequences of assemblages from a deposit have the
potential of indicating relative metal and/or semi-
metal fugacity changes.

This type of data analysis suffers from the am-
biguities inherent in sulphosalt identification. Ad-
ditionally, detailed analyses of pbases having vari-
able compositions are atnost completely lacking.
Qualifications concerning the meaning of an as-
semblage, and tle degree of attainment of equili-
brium are also noted.

Tho potential interest of detailed investigations
on sulphosalt assemblages is emphasized.

INt'nonucttox

The purpose of the present study is to derive
ternary compatibility diagrams lor a large por-
tion of sulphosalt chemistry using previously-
reported data concerning natural assemblages
of sulphosalts. Many sulphosalt compositions
can be expressed as combinations of simple
sulphide components, and the system considered
hero is CueS-AgzS-PbS-As"Sa-SbzSa-BisSa. Phases
present in the sulphosalt binaries and ternaries
of this system are listed in Tables I al.d 2,
respectively, and phases are plotted on ternary
composition diagrams using all combinations of
these sulphides ,as end-member components of
sulphosalt systoms. Reported natural assem-
blages are then indicated as tie lines on the com-
position diagrams. Reference is madE to phase
equilibriurn studies where they are relevant to
interpretation of natural assemblages, or in some
cas€s to fill in where reported assemblages are
lacking. As such, this study might be considered
an extension of work initiated by McKinstry on
the Cu:Fe-S-O (McKinstry 1959) andCu-Fe-As-S
(McKinstry 1963) systems, and continued by
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Petersen (1962). This work has the same limita-
tions and qualifications expressed in the pre-
vious studies, plus a few peculiar to sulpbosalt
mineralogy.

Having indicated above the purPose of the
present work, it is important to note also what
it will not include. This study is not intended to
be a review of sulphosalt mineralogical data nor
phase relations. The details of mineralogical
problems within so large a group of minerals is
beyond the scope of this endeavor. The docu-
mentation of the consistent or sonflicting pat-
terns of assemblages of sulphosals is, rather,
the object of this study. The resulting diagmms
are useful to investigators of sulphosalt minera-
logy and geochemistry, and in pointing out sul-
phosalt systems of potential geochernical in-
terest. As sulphosalts are often found within, or
adjacent to, important ore deposits, knowledge
of the genesis of this family of minerals can be
useful in mineral exploration.

The most severe limitations encountered when
relying on tle literature for sulphosalt assem-
blageo is the question of identification of species.
Sulphosalt systems commonly have a multipli-
city of phases present, and many phases have
similar properties and appearanc,e. Most studies
before 1955 relied solely upon microchemical
and microscopic techniques, which have since
proved not diagnostic for many sulphosalts.
Some studies reported assemblages of 8 or 10
sulphosalb, with many conflicting tie lines and
disregard for the PhasE Rule limifalipl on the
number of possible coexisting phases in a sys-
tem. X-ray identifications can generally be re-
lled on, but the literature suffers from the scar-
city of such critical studies.

The second question raised in the present
study of sulphosalt assemblages, and the reserva-
tion shared with the earlier studies of McKinstry
and Petersen, is what is meant by an assemblage.
The relations between assemblages, associations,
and true equilibrium are discussed further by
Barton et al, (1963). In the present wirik the
terms 'found with' or 'associated with' as used
in the literature are accepted :to mean assem-
blage. Unfortunately, it is all too often left un'
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specified whether these terms mean intimate
grain to grain contact, or found together in tle
same polished section, hand sample, paragenetic
zone, or merely in the same mining district.
Ideally, the use of the term assemblage indicates
compatibiliry and equilibrium, but as McKinstry
(1959) pointed out, two minerals which occur
together are not an absolute guarantee of compa-
tibility. Another term used in the literature is 're-
placemenf, but this term generally does not in-
dicato an equilibrium assemblage. The textural
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establishment of replacement versus coprecipita-
tion is, furthermore, a matter of conjecfure in
certain cases.

The assemblages noted in this study have been
obtained from a number of sources. The stand-
ard references are Palache et al. (1944), Ram-
dohr (1969), Schouten (1962), Traill (1970), and
Uytenbogaardt (1951). Original sources were
sought in instanoes of reported conflicting tie
lines, and a review of the pertinent literature for
the past twenty yeani wa$ made. Conflicting as-
semblages are indicated on the diagra,ms by
dashed lines. Undoubtedly, some reported as-
semblages have been misged, and the author
would appreciate hearing of any such omissions.

In spite of the reservations which have been
mentioned abovg and in light of the increasing
mineralogic, crystallographic, phase equilibrium,
and thermodyn'amic data on sulphosalts that are
becoming available, it is strongly felt that we
must come to a better understanding of the na-
tural occurrences of these species. In the idea
of McKinstry (1963), "Chemistry, however pre-
cise, is not geology until natural occlurenceB are
correlated and reconciled with it." In addition
to ,assemblages, paragenetic s€quences of sulpho-
salts are also noted, as such data are relevant to
an understanding of the genesis of the mineraliz-
ation.

In the tables and figures which follow, metal-
rich phases and sub-systems are listed fint,
with progressively more semi-metal-rich phases
and sub-systems following. When more than one
meta.l or semi-metal constituent appears in a
system, as in the ternaries, each appears in the
order of the atomic weights of the metallic or
semi-metallic element. Binaries and then ter-
naries are discussed, and at each successive step
new phases appearing in a system are listed in
table form according to the abovedescribed
order. The numerical appearance of a phase in
these tables is then used for reference in the ac-
companying composition diagrams, and is indi-
cated in parentheses when a species is referred
to in the text. It is hoped that this binary and
ternary nu'nerical reference scheme will keep
the diagrams relatively uncluttered; however, the
interested reader may find ,it useful to write
his own abbreviations on the figures.

BrNary Sysrrus

Table 1 lists the sequence of binaries, and tle
formulas and metal/semi-m€tal ratios of tlg
species in each of the 15 binaries. Only tle more
important of these .are discussed below. Refer-
ences to the most recent phase equilibrium stu-
dies can be found in Craig & Barton (1973), and
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recourse should be made to this work for a list
of critical points and stability ranges of binary
assemblages.E

The natural phases appearing on the CuzS-
A:fg and CusS-SbzSs joins are given in Table 1,
#4 and $5, along with the synthetic phases
which might be recognized in natural assem-
blages in the future. These two important joins
are also arnong the more complicated .ones, in
that they necessitate the projection of composi-
tions from sulphur onto the join of interest.
Natural assemblages in the Cu-As-S and Cu-Sb-
S systems are given in Figures 1 and 2. Sinne-
rite is the only phase which plots exactly on the
Cu"S-As:Ss join, so that the tennantite field is
projected away from sulphur onto this join. Di-
genite and djurelite project onto the CuaS posi-
tion. Enargite and luzonite project onto the ten-
nantite field and also have substitution of As
by Sb (Springer 1969a). Their presence indicates
high sulphur fugacity conditions, and their co-
existence has the possibility of providing geo-
thermometric measurements (Skinner 1960). .{
particularly i.m.Fortant assemblage is that of
enargite-realgar, which precludes the coexist-
ence of orpiment with tennantite. These observa-
tions are compatible with equilibria studies down
to 3@'C (Maske & Skinner 1971), and the as-
semblages indicated in Figure 1 are in agreement
with their work. Sinnerite has been found with
tennantito at ib only natural occurrence, the
Lengenbach Quarryo Switzerland. Tennantite-
chalcocite (digenite) is a not unsommon assem-
blage.

The assemblages for the Cu-Sb-S system given
in Figure 2 present fewer complications. Dige-
nite and the tetrahedrite field project away from
sulphur onto the CuaS-Sb:Ss join, and famatinite
projects onto the tetrahedrite field, occurring
under higher sulphur fugacity conditions. A
recent review of phase relations is in Chen &
Chang (L974). Phase B of Skinner et aI. (1972)
plots on the Cuz$Sb:,Sa join ,at the point where
famatinite and ideal tetrahedrite are projected.
Except for Phase B, all two-phase assemblages
along the join are found in nature.

On the CurS-BirSa join Clable l, #6), mineral
#2 (Ifonnorez-Guerstein 1971) falls on the sul-
phur-rich side of this join. Cuprobismutite, long
thought to be dimorphic with emplectite, has
been found to have a distinct composition in
both synthetic @uhlrnann l97l) aid natural

aReference should also be made to Sulfide Phase
Equilibria, chapter 5 in the Short Course on Sul-
phide Mineralogy given by the Mineratogical So-
ciety of America, November, 1974.

(Iaylor et al. 1973) materials. Eichbergite, al-
though thought to be discredited, has been found
in synthesis studies in this system (Buhlmann
L97l\, and consequently is retained in the pre-
sent work. The natural assemblages on this join
are wittichenite(1)-emplectite(2), and wittiche-
nite(1)-chalcocite, w.ith this latter reported also
with enargite (Ramdohr L969, p.711). It would
be of interest to investigate this high-sulphur
fugacity assemblage for the presen@ of min-
erul #2.

The sequence of phases on the AgaS-As:Ss
and AgzS-SbrSa joins (Table 1, #7&8; Figs. 3&4)
includes billingsleyite and its antimony analogue,
although these phases lie o: the sulphur-rich side
of the poins. All two-phase assemblages of ad-
joining phases are reported in nature except that
of smithite(trechmanaite) (2)-proustite(xanthoco-
nite)(l). Although smithite was reported @ala-
che et al. 1944) in association with orpiment,
later studies (Graeser 1968) do not substantiate
this assemblage. The tlree-phase assemblage ar-
gentite-stephanite(1 ) -pyrarryite(2), not uncom-
mon in the literature, is interpreted (Keighin &
Honea L969) to represent subsequent precipita-
tion of stephanite on previously-deposited argen-
tite-pyrargyrite, in one instance. Stephanite is
stable below 197'C.

On the AgzS-Bi,Su join (Iable I, #9; Fig. 5),
all adjoining phases have been observed; matil-
dife-bismuthinite has also been reported (Schou-
ten L962), but this does not agree with phase
equilibrium studies of the simple binary. The
matildite polymorph stable above 195oC has a
solid solution in both directions along the join,
and is a potential geothermometer if found with
acanthite or pavoaite.

The PbS-AseSg and PbS-SbrSe joins (fable 1,
#fi&lL; Figs. 6&7) sontain a protusion of
phases. The four most arsenic-rich phaoes on
the PbS-As:S' join were described from the
Lengenbach Quarry, Binnatal, Swiuerland.
Dufrenoysite has been reported @alacbe et al.
L944) with orpiment, realgar, sphalerite and gyp-
sum. This is probably a low-ternperatur€ assem-
blage when compared with the Binnatal deposit.
Jordanite(2)-dufrenoysite(3) has been reported
from Binnatal, and this assemblage is stable be-
low approximately 480'C. Gratonite(l) is con-
sidered by Roland (1968) to be a low-temper-
ature dimorph of jordanite, which serves to ex-
plain the reported coexistence of jordanite and
gptonite each with galena. This idea is sup-
ported by more detailed chemical analyses of
gratonite @urkart-Baumann et al. 1968). Ior-
danite is the arsenic end-member of the geo-
cronite solid solution, which takes up to 58
atomic Vo Sb replacing As (Roland 1968; Walia
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& Chang L973). A review of mineralogical and
stability relations can be found in Chang &
Bever (1973).

Numerous mineralogical and phase equili-
brium studies have failed to resolve questions
as to the nature and stability of phases within
the PbS-Sb:$ system. Some of this work is re-
viewed in Chang & Bever (1973). Reported two-
phase assemblages compatible with phase equi-
librium studies include galena-boulangerite(1),
boulangerite(1)-zinkenite(8) Oelow 3 1 8 o C, Craig
et al. 1973),,and zinkenite(8)-stibnite. Boulange-
rite(1)-robinsonite(7)-stibnite, semseyite(2)-hete'
romorphite(4)-plagionite(6) (Jambor L969), ga-
lena-zinkenite(8), and zinkenite(8){uliippite
(9), are reported assemblages not compatible
with phase equilibrium studies. Arsenic-free
geocronite, madocite, and launayite have not
been found. Jamesonite and meneghinite lie
just off this join, having essential Fe and Cu,
respectively.

A review of mineralogical and stability stu-
dies in the PbS.BLSa system can be found in
Chang & Bever (L973). On this join (Iable I,
#t2; Fig. 8), tle two-phase ,assemblages re-
ported are galena-cosatteQ), cosalite(2)-bismu-
thinite, galena-galenobismutite(3), galenobis-
mutite(3)-bismuthinite, and cosalite(2)-gale-
nobismutite(3). Only the last two of these are
compatible with phase equilibrium studies
(Craig 1967). Bursaite(l) and bonchevite(4)
aro rare, and giessenite apparently has cop-
per and antimony as essential constituents that
causes it to plot off of the join. Heyrovskyite
is probably a member of this join Klominsky
et al. I97l; Crallg 1967, Phase trI), although
a copper- and silver-free membet has not been
reported.

Trnrenv Svsrsrvls

Ternary sulphosalt composition diagrams are
considered in the order of two metal -l- one
semi-metal sulphide components, followed by
one metal + two semi-metal sulphide compo-
nents. These components are listed according
to the increasing atomic weights of their metal-
lic and then semi-metallic elements. This same
order of components is listed clockwise around
the ternary composition diagrams. Binary
phases are referred to by their identification
number along a particular join, as listed in
Table 1. Ternary phasee are indicated in Ta-
ble 2, and are noted on the diagrams by their
number of appearance in the ternary. Natural
assemblages ate shown as tie lines on the
composition diagrams. These assemblages are
most often only of two phases; cases wherg

three phases have been reported are noted
especially. In ,many cases solid solutions are
present; however, very little data are available
concerning coexisting compositions, so tlat tie
line distributions given are only schematic.
Conflicting tie lines are dashed. The changes of
tie line distributions suggest numerous poten-
tial geotherrnometers.
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C uzS-A g e,S - As sS a and C uerS -A g rS - S b sS 
"

Natural assemblages for these syctems are
ghown in Figures 3 and 4. The substitution of
silver for copper in tennantite an'd tetrahedrite
dominates the copper-rich portion of the dia-
glams, the latter being the variety freibergite.
These solubility limits hane not yet been in-
vestigated by phase equilibrium studies; how-
ever, in natural material silver substitutes for
copper up to 18 wt. Vo n tennantite, and from
3.5 to 23.8 wt. Vo siTver in tetrahedrite from
Japan (Shimada & Hirowatari 1972), and
18.4-42.5 wI.Vo silver in tetrahedrite from
Mt. Isa, Austmlia @iley 1974). Substitution of
copper for silverr in proustite or pyrargyrite ap-
pears negligible.

The ternary phases in Table 2, #l & #2, were
defined by Frondel (1963) and Harris et aJ.
(1965), and substantiated by Hall (1967) in
synthesis studies. Frond,el presents analyses of
ternary phases coexisting with argentite and py-
rargynteQ)n and these have been used as a
guide in drawing tle tie lines in Figure 4. The
three-phase assemblage argentite-polybasite(2)-
pyrargyrite(2), which has been reported several
times, probably formed above 197oC, below
which stephanite(l) is s-*ble.

Tho Cur$AgrS-As"S, system (Fig. 3) has no
conflicting assemblages except pearceite( l)-ten-
nantite(l) (Palache et al. 1944) with stromey-
erite(1)-proustite(1) (Petruk & staff l97I).
(Only the former of these is shown in Figure 3).

The CUS-Ag#Sb,Ss system (Fig. a) is topo-
logically similar to its arsenic 'analogue in the
antimony-deficient portion of the diagram. Rarn-
dohr (1969, p. 654) reports rniargyrite(3) with
polybasite(2) and with stephanite(1), which
both conflict with th,e common tetrahedrite(1)-
polybasite(2) assemblages. These conflicting
assemblages .may indicate differing primary de-
poitional conditions, or may result from the
difference between primary and secondary en-
vironmeints. More study is needed on these as-
semblages. The ores of the East Tintic District,
Utah, have an abundance of phases in these sys-
tems, as noted by Pape (1971) and Radtke el
al. (L969). Most assemblages are applicable only
to more complex sulphosalt systems.

The distribution of copper and silver between
coexisting solid solutions in these systems pro-
vides a potential geothermometer. Solid-state
diffusion might, however, tesult in low-temper-
ature re-equilibration, negating such measure-
ments (Barton et aI. 1963). The quaternary
CuzS-Ag'S-A&Sa-Sb$a system includes the par-
titioning of copper-silver and arsenic-antimony
between coexisting solid solutions, but it does
not fall within the limits of this discussion.

CusS-AsbS-Bi"Ss

Stromeyerite(1)-wittichenite(1) and copper-
rich pavonite(2) -matildite( 1) -bismuthinite, both
from Cobalt-Gowganda" Ontario (Petruk & staff
I97I), are the only assemblages reported in this
system (Fig. 5). Additional tie lines shown in
Figure 5 are taken from phase equilibrium stu-
dies at 454"C (Chen & Chang t974), so are only
meant to be suggestive. Each of the AgrS-tsiaSs
phases has extensive solid solutions into the ter-
nary at this temPerature.

Phases on the CurS-BirSs join are generally
found in copper-rich zones' whereas phases on
tho Ag^S-BizSs join are found in lead-rich zones.
It may be that the lack of internal natural as-
semblages results from the geochemical sepala-
tion of copper and lead in hydrothermal condi'
tions.

Cu"S-PbS-AssSg

Seligmannite is a ternary phase @ig. 6). The
assemblages in the porti,on of the diagram more
arsenic+ich than tennantite(l) and dufrenoy-
site(3) are restricted to the Lengenbach Quarry,
Binnatal, Switzerland. A significant sequence of
assemblages has been described by Markham
(1959) from South West Africa as: 1. jordanite
(2)-tennantite(1)-sphalerite, 2. jordanite(2)-
tennantite(l) -galena, 3. jordanite(2)cnargite-ga-
lena. The third assemblage was reported as "nar-
row veinlets of galena, frequently accompanied
by enargiie, that intersect masses of jordanite,
which suggests later replacement of jordanite by
galena-enargite". Jordanite was verified by r-ray
diffraction. whereas the other identifications
were made by ore microscopy. The change from
assemblage 2 to 3 reflects an increase in sulphur
fugacrty if at constant temperature, and the
presence of enargite sugg€sts a temperature
greater than 320oC (Skinner 1960). Another
tlree-phase as:emblage @amdohr t969, p.748)
is galena-tennantite( 1) -gratonite( 1) orystallized
from Pb-As-Sb gels or glasses found at Cerro
de Pasco, Peru. The glasses are thought to have
formed at temperatures of approxirnately 100'C.
The glasses show a large chemical variabitrity,
and a recent microprobe study (Burkart-Bau-
mann e, al. 1972) of crystalline inclusions gave
a composition of PbrAsesn for the lead sulphar-
senide phase, somewhat more arsenic-rich than
jordanite.

The above discussion establishes one gxoup
of tie lines on Figure 6, whereas the following
presents less carefully substantiated evidence for
i conflicting galena-seligmannite(1) tie line.
Refsrring to jordanite from Balmat, New York,
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Ramdohr (L969, p. 745) states that it ..partly
decomposes -into myrmekitic aggregates of 

^selig-

mannite, galena, a little tennantite, and native
arsenis". Copper, however, is not balanced in
yc\ a suggested decomposition. Seligmannite
has been observed microscopically as a reaction
product between galena and tennintite, with tle
reaction zone b,eing porou (Sztrokay 1945).
"f-hese apparently conflicting tie lines merit
further investigation. Tennantite in these assem-
blages should be checked for the presence of
anrimsrt' alternatively, two primary-facies may
be present in the system.

Finally, Uytenbogaardt (1951) and Schouten
(1962) roport gratonite found with chalcocite,
which conflicts with the common assemblage
galena-tennantite. This reported association ls
apparently taken from Rust (1940) who consi-
den the chalcocite to be supergene. This assem-
blage has not been indicated in Figu,re 6.

CuS-PbS-Sbp,Ss

This system contains a number of conflicting
assemblages (Fig. 7); however, tie lines to tetra-
hedrite(l) must be viewed with caution due ro
its solid solution with tennantite. Although lead
has been reported in tetrahedrite in subitantial
amounts (10 wt. Vo,PalacAe et al. 1944), recent
electron microprobe investigations have not
found measurable quantities (Shi.mada & Hiro-
wataJi 1972i Riley 1974).

Bournonite(l) has been reported with most
other phases in the system. Its coexistence with
chalcocite is prevented by the common galena-
tetrahedrite(l) assemblage. The phases appear-
Pg_-gn the galena-stibnite join between semsey-
ite(.2) and zinkenite(8), although possibly com-
patible with bournonite, have 6een fourd onlv
with jgqepnite, which lies jusr off this plane
toward FeS. The three-ph,ase assemblage galena-
tetrahedrite(1)-bournonite(1) is very common
(standard references; Itrarada Lg73) both in
equigranular textures and as gal,ena replacing te-
trahedrite with a reaction rim of 6ourno-nite
(Anderson 1940; Ramdohr 1969). This is in
conflict with the repeatedly reported tetrahe-
drite(1)-meneghinite(2) (siandard referenc,es)
11d tetrahedrite(1)-bournonite(l)-meneghinite
(2) ot Warren Q.946). On the more antimonv-
rich portion of the diagram, boulang.erite(l)-
tetrahedrite(l) (standard references; Warren &
Thompson l9M) conflicts with other a:sem-
blages of bournonite. These conflicts are ex-
plained if either there is a temperature range
over which bournonite is unstable, or, more
probably, if the tetrahedrite in certain of these

assemblages is arsenic-bearing.* Petersen (1962)
resolves these conflicts by suggesting the two
different facies ghown in Figure 21 which might
represent the ends of a spectrum of. P-T changes.

Paragenetic sequences frequently take a path
from tetrahedrite to tetrahedrite-bournonite, or
tetrahedrite-bournonite-galena to boulangerite-
galena, making a series of steps across tle dia-
gram. This sequence, wi'th minor rnineralogical
variations, reflects the differentiation of copper
and lead.

A different lmragenetic sequence has been
documented from stibnite veins at Dubrava,
Czechoslovakia (Jakos 1963, mainly microscopic
observations). The assemblages are stibnite, to
zinkenite(8)-bournonite(1), followed by tara-
hedrite( 1 ) -chalcostibite(2).

Cugs.PbS.Bi,,Ss

The profusion of ternary phases is listed in
Table 2, ff6, and Figure 8. Five phases plot on
a line colinear with bismuthinite and aikinite
(6), with their unif cells being a continuous se-
quence of ordered superstructures based on
aikinite (Padera 1955; Welin 1966; Moore
L967), These intermediate phases, except rez-
banyite(2), have been found only at Gladham-
mar, Sweden, and have been subjected to eles-
tron microprobe verification (Welin 1966).
Little is known of their paragenesis, but they
might be used as indicators of bismuth fugacity
changes and,/or temperature.

Aikinite is reported with a number of phases
in the system. Emplectite(2) is found with cosa-
tite(2) and galenobismutite(3) (Uy"tenbogaardt
1951), which would conflict with the phases on
the bismuthinite-aikinite join. Primary facies
changes are suggested for this system, in agree-
ment with its antimony analogue. Berryite (Nuf-
field & Harris 1966) and larosite (petruk 1972)
are phases which lie off of this composition
plane, with silver substituting for copper. Final-
ly, it is noted that the Cu-Pb-Bi sulphosalt re-
ported by Honnorez-Guerstein (1971) is too
sulphur-rich to plot in this system.

Agz'S-PbS-AseS"

No sclid solutions and comparativeily few as-
semblages are observed (Fig. 9). Marrite (1)
(lable 2, #7) is the only ternary phase, and is

*J. Wu & R. Birnie have found arrenic-bearing
bournoniie, which could also explain these con-
flicts, personal communication, t974.
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repolted only from the Lengenbach Quarry,
linna,fnl, Switzerland. The only assemblage is
that of proustite(l) - jordanite(2) (uytenboga-
ardt 1951), each of which could contain anti-
mony. Several of the phases on the anenic-rich
side of the tie line are found only at Binnatal;
several additional phases closely related to this
composition plane and found almost exclusively
at Binnalal are lengenbachite, which has copper
substituting for silver, hatchite with thallium
substituting for lead, and hutchinsonite which
has both substitutions taking place.

Ae"S-PbS-SbeSs

The profusi,on of ternary phases in this sys-
tem (Table 2, #8; Fig. 10) can be better-visual-
ized by considering several colinearities. The ga-
lena-miargyrite(3) join appears as a complete
solid solution in phase equilibrium studies at
500'C (Hoda & Chang 1972), but is more lim-
ited at lower temperatures. Phases reported here
are freieslebenite(1), diaphorite(2), and synthe-
fic AgsPbSbssr (Hoda & Chang 1972). Another
oolinearity is a ray from galena to AgSbaSr, with
andoritq ramdohrite, and owyheeite. Fizelyite'
however, might be considered to plot on a coli-
nearity between PbgSbaso (falkmanite') and Ag-
PbSbaSc (andorite), as suggested by Karup-Mlller
(1970). Crystallographic, electron microprobe,
and phase equilibrium studies would help de-
cipher which substitutional mechanisms are
operational.

The compilation of reported assemblages in
tiis system is complicated (Fig. 10). The asso-
ciation of phases on both the galena-miargyrite
(3) and galena-andorite(6) joins with 'pyrargy-

rite' provides many crossing tie lines. As pyrar-
gyite(2) has a solid solution of arsenic substi-
tuting for antimony, it is possible that the phases
on the galena-andorite(6) join coexist with a
pyrargyrite more arsenic-rich than those on the
galena-miargyrite(3) join. Alternatively, the
phases on the galena-miargyrite(3) colinearif
become unstable below 300oC (the lowest tem-
peraturo of investigation of Hoda & Chang
1972), permitting the association of phases on
the galena-andorite(6) join with pyrargyrite(2).
A number of additional conflicting tie lines
which are reported include argentite-freieslebe-
nite(l) versus the more common galena-pyrar-
gyite(Z), galena-fizelyite(7) versus boulange-
rits(1)-owyheeite(4), and stephanite(1)-ando-
rite(6) (Williams 1968) versus several tie lines.
Furthermore, tle galena-miargyrite(3) coexis-
tence (Ramdohr 1969, p. 653) can be explained
only if all of the intervening phases are unstable
over a certain P-7 interval.

Three-phase assemblages reported are pyrar-

efite (2)-miargyrite (3)-owyheeite (4) (Ram-
dohr 1969, p. 736), galena-stephanite(1)+yrar-
gynte(z) (Oelsner 1961, Fig. 58), galena-argor-
tite-freieslebenite (1), galena-pyrargyrite (2)-dia-
phorite(2), and stephanite ( 1 ) -pyrargyrite (2)'an'
dorite(6) (ast tlree from Palache et al. L9M\
This last assemblage was again recognized by
Williams (1968) in another study of the same
area, Morey, Nevada. Williams describes a com-
plex series of paragenetic changes starting with
jamesonite and followed by owyheeite(4) or an-
dorite(6). Andorite is then replaced by stephan'
ite(l) and pyrareyrite(2) or by freieslebenite(l)
and owyheeite(4), and this in turn is replaced
by galena or pyrargyrite(2). No mention is made
oi identification techniques or replacement cri'
teria, and the position of stephanite on the com-
position diagram is misPlaced.

Phases and assemblages in this system are
complicated and warr'ant further detailed study.
The profusion of phases provides for the meas-
urement of subtle changes in the relative fuga-
cities of the components when sequences of as-
semblages are documented.

Ag"S-PbS-Bi"Ss

Six temary phases are reported (table 2, #9;
Fig. 11 & 23). None was found in synthesis stu-
dies down to 4@oC (Craig 1967)' with the im-
plication that they appear at lower temperatures.
Craig inferred from his work and from natural
assemblages the lower temperature compatibili-
ties given in Figure 11, to which the three-phase
assemblage galena-cosalite-heyrovskyiie (Klom-
insky er al. I97I), and tle two-phase assern-
blages galena-schirmerite and gustavite-pavonite,
have been added. A sequence of natural assem-
blages @ig. 22) with some of these te'rnary
phases has been dessriM by Nedachi er al-

TtgZl), who used an electron microprobe. Fluid
inclusion filling temperatures in associated quq4z
have ranges between 87'L42"C and 2W245"C7
a maximum partial pressure of sulphur is ap-
proximately 10'14-10-15 as inferred by e-xtrapola-
tion of higher-temperature data to 225"C, gsven
the presence of pyrrhotite and native bismuth.
Such detailed studies of sulphosalt assemblages
are needed for further understandrng of sulpho'
salt systems. The bismuthinite-pavonite(2)-gus-
tavite(l) KaruFMlller 197O) and galena-ma-
tildite(1)-sshirmerite(2) (Karup-Mlller L973\
assemblages are not incompatible with these
low-temperature assemblages of Nedachi et a/.
(1e73) .

Numerous phases exist in the quaternary sys-
teur which includes CuaS, but they are beyond
the scope of the present studY.
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Cu%l-AsoSrSbz'Se

The projection of the tennatrtite-tetrahsdrite
solid solution falls on this compositional plane
(Fig. 12). Complete exchange of antimony for
arsenis takes place above 400oC, but there is
some suggestion that one or.more solvi are pre-
sent at lower temperatures (!Vu, J., personal
communication L972), Tennantite-tetrahedrite
compositions also have a significant variation off
this plane towards sulphur, being limited by the
compositions which coexist with the enargite-
famatinite solid solution. Synthesis studies on
theso coexisting solid solutions have resulted in
a geothermometer which has been applied to
natural assemblages (Feiss 1974). Temperature
and sulphur fugacity measurements are also po-
tentially available from tennantite-tetrahedrite
coexisting with both chalcostibite and stibnite.
Detailed analysis of mineral assemblages in the
Cu-As-Sb-S system (Petersen 1962) indisates
that this three-phase assemblage is a relatively
sulphur-deficient one. It has yet to be adequately
documented in natural material. Antimony-rich
tetrahedrite is reported (Petruk 1971) coexist-
ing with cobalt arsenides in an environment de-
ficient in sulphur.

CusS-As$rBitSt

No ternary phases are reported (lable 2, #ll;
Fig. 13) although a maximum of 15.9 wt. Vo
bismuth in tennantite has been reported (Springer
L969). The only assemblage is a bhmuthian ten'
nantite-wittichenite tie line (Oen er al. 1973).
This lack of assemblages ,might reflect a geo-
chemical soparation of arsenic and bismuth in
irondeficient environments, the latter qualifi-
cation added because of the more common bis-
muthinite-arsenopyrite assemblage.

CusS-Sbz,S-Bie,Ss

Phase equilibrium studies in this system (Chen
& Chang 1971) suggest a compositional varia-
tion of wittichenite 'on the Cua$BizSs bina'ry
ftom 22 tn 27 mole 7a. Substitutiot of. 6O at. Vo
Sb for Bi in wittichenite, but with very little con-
verso substitution taking ptrace, was found at
450'C. Similar semi-metal substitutions provide
solid solutions into the ternary io chalcostibite
and 'eichbergite'.

Naturally occurring tetrahedrite has been
found to contain 3.1 wt. % bis,muth (Petruk
L97lr. A large number of coexisting phases has
been reported (Fig. la) with no conflicting tie
lines. The solid soluti,ons and tie line distribu-
tions are only topologically conect as no data
on coexisting compositions are repo.rted. Five

potential geothermometers exist from the com-
positional variations within the five three-phase
assemblages.

Phase equilibrium studies of the solid solution
of chalcostibite fu1e this ternary are not in agree-
ment with the extreme rarity of this phase, and
the relatively more abundant tetrahedrite-bis-
muthinite.

AgzS-AszS.Sbz'Ss

This ternary system is dominated by the
proustite-pyrargyrite solid solution which is com-
plete down to at least 3O0oC (Toulmin 1963).
Coexisting prou:tite and pyrargyrite have been
reported several times, but infor'mation on co-
existing compositions is lacking. Ramdohr (1969,
p. 722) states that a miscibility gap exists be-
tween 13-97% proustite at room temperature.
Reaction rates (Barton et al. 7963) suggest that
high-temperature assemblages including prous-
tite-pyrargyrite may redistribute arsenic and anti-
mony in the solid state at lower temperatures.
The tie lines shown in trigure L5 are schematic,
and the composition of only one assemblage,
argentite-pyrargyrite (Frondel 7963), is reported.
Pearceite and As-polybasite lie just off this plane
towards chalcocite, and billingsleyite lies to-
wards sulphur. These expanded systems contain
assemblages of potential geochemical interest

Tho assemblage proustite-stephanite (Petruk
1971) conflicts with the more common argen-
tite-pyrargyrite.

Ag'S-AsESrBinS"

No ternary phases and no reported compatibi'
lities are present in this system (Fig. 16).

Ag"S-SbeSnBias'

Ono ternary phase, aramayoite, has been re'
ported, and is found with bismuthinite, with py-
rargyrite(2), and coexisting with both miargy-
rite(3) and pyrargyrite(2) (Lewis 1964). Syn-
thesis studies (Chen & Chang 1971) indicate a
complete solid solution between matildite(l)
and miargyrite(3) at 450oC. At 3o0oC, 56 mole
Vo miargyite is still soluble in matildite. Arama-
yoite may be an ordered phase cooled from this
solid solution, and its compositional variations
may prove to have geothermometric interest.

PbS-Asz,SrSbz'Sa

In spite of the fact that both of the lead-bear-
ing binaries of this system are characterized by
a profusion of phases, in all but a very few
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cases have any coexisting phases in this system
been reported. The geological environment in
whish the most cornmon of these phases are
generally found is in aJfiliation with hydro-
thermal ore deposits. The several compatibilities
frcm this environment are tle jordanite-geocro-
nite solid solution assosiated with galena and
semseyite, and with meneghinite which lies just
off this plane towards CuaS.

In this system are a large number of phases
which have been found only in a second, rare en-
vironment. Many of the lead sulpharsenides have
been found only in the Lengenbach Quarry, Bin-
natal, Switzerland, whereas a majority of phases
present in the ternary system under discussion
have been found only at Madoc, Ontario (Jam-

Bi2s3 Ast53

bor 1967u b, 1968). The suggested solid solu-
tions, observed phases, and their associations are
seen in Figure 18, based largely on Jambot's
work. He reports a paragenetic sequenc€ exhibit-
ing decreasing As/Sb values, and points out one
possiblo origin of such a complex mineralogy as
the reworking of an original galena, arsenopy-
rite, sphalerite assemblage by antimony-rich
solutions. This conclusion is similar to that of
Graeser (1968) with respect to the origin of
the complex mineralogy found in the Binnatal.

Phase equilibrium studies in the system at
400'C (Walia & Chang 1973) verify the exist-
ence of a number of solid solutions. Fifty-eigbt
at. Vo antimony can substitute for arsenis in jor-
danite as the geocronite solid solution, 45 at. Vo

Ag25

PbS PbS

B i2s3 sb2s3

22.
Nedqch i ,  e t . o l . ,
t 973

Sb253
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in dufrenosite towards the Sb end-member veen-
ite, and 3O at. Vo antimony in z.inftsnile can be
suhtituted by arsenic. Madocite has composi-
tional ranges in both the As/Sb and Pb/(As*
Sb) dimensions. The lsmaining phases of Jam-
bor, except guettardite, w€le not found in the
phase equilibrium studies down to 400"C.

Coexisting solid solutions in this system have
potential for geothermometric or semi-metal
fugacity measurements, but their extreme rarity
Iimits their development and applicability.

PbS-AsESsBt2,St

No naturally occurring phases have been re-
ported rn this system, although Walia & Chang
(1973) found two zuch phases (table 2, #I7)
at 400oC. No assemblages have been reported.

PbS.SbESl..Blds

Several ternary phases are reported (Table 2,
#18; Fig. 20), and antimony substitutes for bis-
muth to a small extent in lillianite. Assemblages
are kobellite(2) with galena, and with bismuthi-
nite, and tintinaite(1) with galena. Solid solu-
tions within the ternary are predicted on the
basis of the diadochy of antimony and bismuth,
and the .partitioning of these elements between
such solid solutions is of potential interest. This
system is of the type which will prove more
complicated and interesting when it receives
more detailed studv.

DrscussroN

The above study of natural sulphosalt assem-
blages has resulted in the derivation of 18 ter-
nary sulphosalt composition diagrams. In gen-
eral only those phases and assemblages which
lie strictly on the ternaries have been considered.
Exceptions are tennantite and tetrahedrite which
havo been projected onto the CuzS-As$s and
Cu,S-SbzSa joins, and digenite which is pro-
jected to CurS. This limitation prevents the in-
clusion of certain phases, notably jamesonite,
which contains essential iron. In other cases the
essential nafure of a minor element is not known;
in these instances a mineral may be mentioned
in the text or tables, but is left off the related
diagram. Examples of these are neyite and berry-
ite, which have small amounts of silver and con-
sequently plot off the CusS-PbS,BizSia plane.

Reported phasc are plotted as being of end-
member composition, in general, as only a few
studies have reported assemblages with actual
coexisting compositions. Tie lines to solid solu-

tions are extended along them in topological
agreement with reported asnemblages. Conflict-
ing tie lines in these ternary systems might be
explained by substitutions into quaternary or
higher systems. An example of this is pyrargy-
rite in the Cu*S-AgzS-Sb,$ and ApS-PbS-Sb"$
systems, where arsenic substituting for antimony
may resolve conflicting tie lines. Other such
substitutions are Cu - Ag, 2Pb - AgSb, 2W -
AgBi, As-Sb, Sb-Bi, and Pb-Bi (l imited),
although others occur also. Certain quaternary
systems of particular interest resulting from
such substitutions are CurS-Ag2S-PbS-BirSs,
Cu#Ag;$AszSrSbzSg, CuzS-PbS-Asfg-SbzSg, and
CurS-As^$-SbrS'-BirSg.

With the above ideas in mind, and considering
the composition diagrams as strictly ternaries,
there are certain bivariant assemblages (in terms
of pressure and temperature) in which solid
solutions may vary enough to make them of po-
tential geochemical interest. They can be identi-
fied on tho figures as three-phase fields joined
to one or more solid solutions, and they are listed
in Table 3. The fact that many of these lie in the
CurS-AgrS-As#r-SbrS" system makes it of par-
ticular interest, but as Barton et al. (L963) point
out, trtostdepositional solid-state exchange may
occur, modifying primary compositions. Ideally,
calibration of compositional variations with phy-
sico-chemical parameters can be used to re-
strict degrees of freedom of natural assemblages
(Barton & Skinner L967). Such studies will be
particularly useful when other variables can be
fixed by an independent means. Certain other

TABLE 3
Llsted belry are bivar lant asss$lagG ( in tem of P and ?) ln whlch
sol id solut loE may vary ercugh as to mke t im of potent lal  gecheml-
cal  inter6t.  Study of certain t f ,o-phase assenblages arcng t iese
mlqht also be used to l imit  ore or bro dtrrees of f reedon. These

4!gD1qg6 are arr ived at f rcm A. -

Sys ts Assembl ages

Cu2s-AS25-As2s3

Cu2S-AS25-!,b253

Cu2S-4s253-Sb253
Cu2s- Sb2S3- B i 253

Ag25-As253-Sb253

AS2S-Sb253-Bi 2S3
Pb5-As2s3-sb2s3
pb5-5b2s3-Bi 

2s3

chal cocl te-s trcneyeri te-tennantl te
strcmeyeni te-pearcei tstennanti te
Dearcel te-tennantl te-prcus tl te
pearcel te-prcustl t*aEenpolyb6l te
pearcei te-a6enpolybasl t$argentl te
prcus tl te-a6enpolybas i t€-argentl te

chal coci te-: tmmeyerl te-tetrahedri te
s trcmeyeri te-tetrahedri te-antJrcnpearcej te
antircnpearcei tepo lybasi t€-argenti te
polybasl te-argentl ts-s tephani te
polybas i te-s tephani te-pyrarqyri te
po lybasl t*antlrcnpearcei te-pyrargyr'l te
antimnpearcei te-pyrargyr'l te-mlargyri te
antlrcnpearcel te-tetrahedrl te-niarqyri te
pyrargyri te-mi argyri te-tetrahedri te
niargyrl te-tetrahedri te-s tlbni te
tetrahedrl te-s tibnl techal os tibl te

tennati teltetrahedri t*stibnl te-chal cos tib i te

chal coci te-tetrahedri te-wi tti cheni te
tetrahedri te-vi tticheni t$empl ecti te
tetrahedri te-bi snutlti nl techal cos tib i te
bismthl nl  te-chal @stibl  te-s t ibni  te

argerii te-s tephanl te-pyrargyri te
argenti te-pyrargyri te-prcustJ te

Ihere are nwercF potent ial  blvar lant asssblage5
ln t ise systm. Natural  assenlr lag6, hofever,  do
not define tlle topolow of the diagrare emugh for
thm to be idot i f ied.
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systems (CulS and FbS with AszSb, Sbs.Sa and
BigSsi and AgrS and pbs with sb"ss and Bi"sa);
commonly possessing a number of ternary phases,
indicate facies changes by tie line switches.

Phase equilibrium studies can theoretically
deterrnine the pressure and temperature xanges
of sulphosalt facies, and such ranges can also
be calculated from thermodynamic parameters
(Craig & Barton 1973). The study of sulphosalt
stability relations in temperature/sulphur-fuga-
city space has been initiated (Craig & Barton
L973; Crug et al, L973), and can prove fruitful
rn defining conditions of formation. The pre-
sent study of natural assemblages advances this
work. Einally, documentation of sequences of
primary assemblages in a deposit can serve as
an indicator of the direction of fugacity changes
during deposition.

It is emphastzed. that whereas many of the
phases mentioned in thi$ study are quite rare,
taken as a group these sulphosalts are more
significant. A common geologic setting of these
species lg rvirhin, or marginal to, base metal
deposits, some of great value. Sulphosalt petro-
logy can conceivably be used as a guide to ex-
ploration for and development of such deposits;
consequently, an understanding of the environ-
ments of formation of these minerals is of in-
terest. It is hoped that the present work will sti-
rnulate interest in and further studv of natural
assemblages of sulphosalts.
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